
WIKILEAKS DISCLOSES DARK SECRETS ABOUT 
GOOGLE STREET-VIEW

What do we learn in the latest leaks

WIKILEAKS HAS RELEASED EVEN MORE INSIDER DOCUMENTS ABOUT THE DIRTY 
OPERATIONS INSIDE GOOGLE.

- Google learned how to do Google Street View from a Canadian company called Immersive Media.

- Google copied the Immersive Media system and built their own.

- Google takes high resolution photos that record people’s faces, face recognize those faces and record 
where those people were at the time those pictures were taken.

- The Photos Google puts on the web are resolution reduced by the master images that Google takes are
high resolution.

- The high resolution photos that Google takes are placed in a Google server system where they are 
face recognition scanned and cross -indexed to other data that Google has on you.

- Google added location tracking and wi-fi data stealing to the process but stole the basic technology 
from their contractor.

- Google wanted to add more spy technology to the Street View system without Immersive Media 
knowing about it or being able to tell the Canadian government.

- Google “driverless cars” and “Street-View” are spying systems disguised as “public service features”.

This Isn't a Google Streetview Car, It's a Government Spy Truck ...

This Isn't a Google Streetview Car, It's a Government Spy Truck ... Soon You Won' t Be Able to Tell an 
AI From a Human Voice · Google Hacker ...

google cached proxied 
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/this-[...]eetview-car-its-a-government-spy-truck

Bridge of Spies (film) - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bridge of Spies is a 2015 historical drama legal thriller film directed and co-produced by Steven 
Spielberg, written by Matt Charman, Ethan and Joel Coen and stars ...
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridge_of_Spies_(film)

School for Spies · International Spy Museum

Home Exhibition & Experiences In the Exhibition School for Spies School for Spies. Do you have 
what it takes to be a spy? Examine more than 200 spy gadgets, weapons ...
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Google's Spying On You - YouTube

 Uploaded by AttackOfTheShowGoogle's Street View cars have accidentally been collecting private 
Wi-Fi data as they roam ...
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYy4y4qWrgc

Google Street View is spying on us! - YouTube

- 2 min - Uploaded by James WorleyI joined Maker Studios & so can you! Click here to see if your 
channel qualifies for RPM ...
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How does Google spy on people? - Rapture Ready

Google Maps Street View has been highly criticized as an invasion of privacy. ... You can be assured 
that Big Brother is using facial recognition software to do ...
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Police using a spy truck disguised as a Google Street View car ...

 Police using a spy truck disguised as a Google Street View car. 0. By Vijay ... Why You Should Be 
Reading Your Kids' Deleted Text Messages.
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EPIC - Investigations of Google Street View

When Google began the Street View project in 2007, many privacy concerns were raised, but the .... 11,
2012); Following EPIC FOIA Request to FCC, Google Releases "Spy-Fi" Report: ... It's exactly what 
you could see walking down the street.
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Google's Wi-Fi Spying: What Were They Thinking? | PCWorld

Google revealed Friday that its Street View cars have been collecting sensitive personal information 
from ... Anybody may be snooping on you.
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Government Spy Truck Is Disguised As A Google Street View Car ...

May 12, 2016 ... Government Spy Truck Is Disguised As A Google Street View Car ..... If you know 
how to find the thousands of police abuse videos on YouTube, ...
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Google's Street View spies on all 7 continents, even penguins - NY ...

Oct 1, 2010 ... Google's Street View spies on all 7 continents, even penguins ... "It's a way to show you 
what a place looks like as if you were there," Google ...
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